The 2012 Texas 200
My cousin Bill Meier and I once again decided to try the
challenge that is the Texas 200 in June of 2012 in my Day Sailer
II. This was the Fifth Annual Texas 200 this year. The route was
about the same as last year but with different camp locations.
It also had been changed back to five days of sailing and four
nights of camping as it had been in every other year of the
event. The 2011 event was six days of sailing and five nights of
camping.
We had learned a few things from last year’s event to make
things easier on ourselves. As soon as the dates were posted for
the event, Bill set up our reservations at the White Sands Motel
and Marina in Port Isabel, Texas where the event was going to
base out of this year. A good location since everything needed
is at the one location, they even have a restaurant as part of
the complex. We went down a day earlier than last year, arriving
on Friday June 8th. Last year we had to launch the boat as soon
as we got down there. This year we arrived a day earlier in the
late afternoon, checked into the motel and checked on the slip
we reserved. We planned to launch on Saturday. When we checked
on the slip we found they planned to provide us one that was
covered. After a short discussion with the harbor master that
there was no way my mast was going to fit under a 10 foot or so
cover, we got slips exchanged with a power boat. This area was
most familiar with fishing boats and the idea of a mast wasn’t
high on the list. We parked the Jeep and trailer, got in our
room and headed for the restaurant. Chris Tomsett and Cathy
Wright had also arrived that day.
They launched their boat in the
evening. Their Dachshund “Major”
was not allowed in the motel room,
so he took up residence on the
boat.
Saturday about noon we launched my
Day Sailer II “Ranger” and moved it
to the slip. Boats had started to
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arrive a little earlier. Many boats began
to arrive soon and the ramp started to
become very busy. I think the sports
fishermen were a little confused by the
invasion of the small sailboats. Bill and
I talking to the waiter (whose girlfriend
worked at the marina) at dinner were told
that it was the most hectic day the marina
had that year. Twenty boats or so were
launched at the White Sands; the rest of
the fleet was launched at other places in
Port Isabel. After we launched the boat,
Bill rowed it over to the slip. As I
pushed the boat off the trailer, I slipped
on the ramp and took what would be my
first unplanned swim of the event. We had some trouble getting
the boat in the slip as we had to maneuver around a houseboat
and the new oars I had put on were
slipping out of the oarlocks. Later in
the trip the oarlocks were staying in
place. We finally got the boat in the
slip and with help from others around
we got her secured. The new rudder head
I built for this years’ sail allowed
the blade to come up all the way out of
the water. On last years’ sail we had
broken the stock rudder head. As the
number of incoming boats increased we
had to start putting two and in some
cases three boats in each slip. Shortly
before we got another boat in our slip,
we noticed that the starboard spreader
was broken, cracked near the mount on
the mast. I had a spare on board and with the help of others we
got the spreader replaced. The replacement spreader would
continue to have problems for the rest of the week, but made it
to the end. After getting the boat ready and settled into the
slip, we headed back to the room to get out of the sun. Boats
were still coming in. I think the last boat arrived around
midnight. We headed for dinner and turned in early.
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Sunday morning started with the skippers meeting at 7am. Signed
release forms had to be collected. Chuck Leinweber of Duckworks
provided the general instructions for the event. This was the
day set aside to move vehicles and trailers up to our end point
at Seadrift. This was the reason all
boats had to be in the water on
Saturday. The skipper of each boat
would drive up to Seadrift, about a 41/2 hour drive. There, after parking
our vehicles and trailers in a secure
parking lot, we would get on a bus for
a ride back down to Port Isabel. The
bus would leave at 2pm, any later than
that and you miss the bus. Before leaving Port Isabel, I topped
off the tank on my Jeep. Gas in Port Isabel was $3.01 a gallon
(fifty-five cents cheaper than the Austin area). The drive was
fairly uneventful other than the Border Patrol checkpoint. I got
to Seadrift about 11:30 am and headed to a restaurant for lunch,
then to the parking lot. Got on the bus and waited for the
return trip. There was a lot of talk about boat preparations and
navigation on the way back. The bus had to make a stop at the
airport on the way back to let off Christopher Breaux, skipper
of the Bolger Folding Schooner. He had to fly out to a
conference on Monday, then fly back Monday evening. He was going
to start a day late and catch up with the fleet. He and his crew
would leave Tuesday morning and sail 80 miles that day to catch
up. The bus got back down to the White Sands in Port Isabel
around 7pm. Bill and I headed to the restaurant for dinner after
we checked on the boat.
We got up around 6am Monday morning. Boat was fully loaded and
ready to go other than our personal stuff. We got
on board, stowed our stuff and raised the sails.
The Texas 200 had started. Many boats had already
left. The first days sail had two possible routes
to take. The inside route going
along the Intracoastal Waterway and
the outside route which would be
out in the Gulf of Mexico. We took
the inside route. Both routes would
end up at Port Mansfield. Those that took the
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outside route would camp at the Port Mansfield Jetties as well
as some from the inside route. Those on the inside route had a
choice of the Jetties or Port Mansfield. Officially 32 boats
left Port Isabel that morning. Last year we were second to last
to leave, this year we left with most of the fleet.
The winds were lighter than last year. The boat was
sailing well. Expecting the usual increase in wind
strength we had the main double reefed with the jib
up. We were slowly closing on some of the boats
ahead of us. We were running downwind on starboard
tack. The winds were out of the southeast. It was
early afternoon; I don’t really remember when things got
interesting for us. The wind had strengthened a
bit from the morning and the wind and waves
were coming over our stern starboard quarter.
Without warning a wave hit us squarely
broadside on the starboard side, from a
different direction than the other waves. It
was similar to a large boats’ wake, but we hadn’t seen anything
that could produce such a wake. We got hit with the trough of
the wave and the rise of the wave started to capsize us to
starboard against the wind. If we had been
prepared, releasing the main sheet would not
have helped. The boat is not supposed to
capsize in that direction. I saw Bill fall out
of the cockpit. I yelled “Bill”; a second later
I was falling out of the cockpit backwards. I
could see the boat righting as I fell out. I don’t know how, but
I grabbed the stern and held on as the boat started to sail off.
I grabbed the rudder to turn the boat into the wind and started
to look for Bill. I saw him about 300 yards or more away
floating with his head out of the water. I couldn’t reach the
jib or main sheets to release them. All I could do was hang on,
call and wave for help. Chuck Leinweber and his crew John
Denison saw my distress wave, never heard my calls, and headed
for me. Fighting to keep the boat into the wind was beginning to
tire me out. My “emergency rescue device” wasn’t working the way
I thought it would and I couldn’t get back in the boat. My
emergency device is a stirrup strap and horse stirrup. I figured
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if I could mount a horse, I could mount a boat; I was wrong,
time to come up with something new. It had worked in practice.
Chuck and John came alongside my boat. John
got on my boat and uncleated the main and
jib. They asked me if Bill had his PFD on
and I told them that he did. John lowered
our sails and then tried to help me get back
on board my boat. I was having trouble with
my stirrup going under the boat and I was
also getting fatigued quickly from hanging
on the stern and trying to keep the boat
turned into the wind. Chuck decided to tie his boat off to mine
and get on board to help John pull me on
board. With his help they got my foot in my
stirrup and pulled me on board over the
stern. As I slid into the cockpit my nose
hit Bill’s PFD. Darn, Bill had removed his
PFD. I told them Bill didn’t have a PFD on.
I found out later that Bill had removed his
PFD moments before we went over the side
because he felt it was too hot with it on. They got my VHF radio
and called the Coast Guard. Shortly after the call we saw
another boat had picked up Bill. Bill had swum to the center of
the channel to increase his chance of rescue. We cancelled the
call to the Coast Guard. The Coast Guard sent a reply message to
find out if medical treatment was needed. We replied that no
medical was required. After Bill was transferred to my boat,
Chuck and John got back in their boat and headed off. Bill and I
rested for about 15 minutes and just drifted. We then raised the
main and headed off towards Port Mansfield. It was a very
humbling experience. My thanks to those who came to our
assistance.
A short time after we got underway, a
Coast Guard rescue boat came by and went
to the front of the fleet and then headed
south again. By the time we got to Port
Mansfield, our first night's camp, the
wind seemed to be near 20 knots. It proved
to be a hard harbor entry with some rough
waves, but we made it. The buildings in
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the harbor area blocked a lot of the wind. We made our way into
the harbor and headed for some slips that could be rented for
the night. As we got close to the slips the wind caught us again
and we were having trouble making headway in the small harbor.
We got the rowing seat out and set up the oars to try to row
over to the slips. About that time the boat that had rescued
Bill showed up under power and was trying to make it to the
docks. Three other Texas 200 boats were tied up at the docks
already. We asked for a tow. Their motor was having trouble
towing us and we both ended up at a dock owned by the Port
Mansfield Chamber of Commerce. A dock with signs posted to “Do
Not Tie Up To This Dock”, but we did
anyhow. About the time we were tying up the
Potter 15 and the OozeGooze arrived and
started to tie up also. Then a Harpoon came
in and tied up. They had nearly capsized
that day also. Everything was wet when
their boat had swamped. They started to
unload the boat to let things dry out.
Someone got on a cell phone with the Chamber
of Commerce and explained our situation. We
got permission to stay tied up until morning
and to camp on their grounds. Best part was
they let us use their restrooms till about
6pm and we also had use of a hose to shower
ourselves with. Such luxury was great. They also told us the
restrooms would be available to us again at 3am.
We now had five boats tied up where we were. There were the
three tied up across the harbor and another two down by some
other docks. One of the boats was getting repairs done to his
outboard. Some bolts had come loose during the sail and he was
in danger of his motor falling apart. The
rest of the fleet was out at the Port
Mansfield Jetties, which is the opening to
the Gulf of Mexico. We were there a short
while when some reporters showed up. They
took pictures and interviewed us. They
interviewed me about Bill and my experience
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that day, they recorded the interview. I’ve seen the article
from the paper, they got everything wrong. I think the only
thing they got right was that we were in sailboats.
We rinsed off and tents were set up. I
took a nap on the dock in some shade. The
Harpoon unloaded everything to let the
boat dry out. Andy Linn with the
OozeGooze, a new boat, was working on a
correction to the way the mizzenmast sail
was rigged. A redesign was in the works.
They sailed with the redesign the rest of the trip. Sailing with
Andy as crew was Lindsey Meier. I noticed that my starboard
spreader had come out of the boot and off the stay. The old wire
tie when I did the repair must have broken. My spreader boot was
still in place. Pher Jansson, owner of the Harpoon had some wire
to secure the end of the spreader to the stay. The dock was high
enough that with my weight on the side of the boat we could lean
it enough so that Pher could work on the spreader. I made a
mistake in having him insert the spreader end into the boot
before tying the assembly to the stay with the wire. It would
pop out of the boot in coming days, but would stay secured to
the stay. After the repair Bill and I got our dinner. Something
we didn’t have to cook. We had decided that this year we
wouldn’t take anything that required us to carry ice. This was a
good decision. About this time two more boats arrived, two
Sunbirds. They tied up with us, unloaded
what they needed, and
hosed off. By 9pm most
everyone had bedded down
for the night.
Tuesday morning we got up
around 6am. A couple boats had
already left. We departed the
dock between 6:30 to 7am. The wind was lighter
than the evening before. We sailed out of the
harbor and north-northeast to get to the
channel. The water was deep enough that we were
able to cut across the bay instead of following
the channel east, then getting into the part of
the channel we needed heading north. We began to
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encounter a lot of sea grass. It started to collect on the
rudder blade. Periodically we would clean the grass off the
rudder blade during the rest of the day. The lighter winds were
welcome after our previous days’ experience. Once we got into
the channel we followed it north to the “land cut” or “ditch”.
Looking in the distance behind us we could see several boats and
a large barge moving our way. The channel down along the
Intracoastal Waterway is well marked with green and red markers.
The side of the channel with the green markers tends to be the
deeper part of the channel. Most that have done the Texas 200
before know this. Those new to the event don’t.
About the time we got to the entrance of the
ditch we saw the Harpoon run
aground on the side with the
red markers. Talking to them
later they said they took
close to two hours to get off the mud. In the
meantime the barge was getting closer. This
barge was big according to reports on the
radio. There were two barges being pushed side by side instead
of in line. As it entered the channel some boats beached until
it went by, a few did not. We watched the boats behind us that
didn’t beach to see what kind of clearance they had. It looked
like there would be enough room if we stayed
close to the shoreline with the green markers.
If we had to, we could beach easily. When the
barges came by us we had plenty of clearance.
It was a really big barge.
We continued to sail up the ditch. Lunch for us
consisted of Cliff Bars and fruit. As the
afternoon wore on the winds freshened a bit,
but not bad. Around 3pm we were approaching
Happ’s Cut which was our camp
destination for our second
nights’ camp. I had camped here in my 2010
attempt and I knew that the shoreline was muddy.
In 2010 after beaching the boat I sank two feet
in the mud when I jumped out of the boat. I was
going to bring some old carpet to put in the water to keep from
sinking in the mud. At the moment we beached I could picture the
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carpet in my mind still on my back porch at
home rolled up, so much for that plan. I told
Bill that the mud would be less near the bow,
so that is where we got off. Mud wasn’t as
bad as 2010. We set the anchor and started to
unload the camping stuff. I tried taking a nap on the bow of my
boat (a favorite thing I do), but couldn’t get comfortable. I
sat up when I heard someone talking about someone falling out of
their boat the day before. Since I resembled that remark I
thought I should speak up.
A few boats continued to come in and beach.
There was also an area for boats that needed
to anchor. Then we had the arrival of the
Bolger Folding Schooner. They had left Port
Isabel on Tuesday morning and sailed close to
80 miles that day to reach Happ’s Cut. One
other boat came in after them. Of the boats that had left Port
Isabel, all 32 boats were still together, no one had pulled out
yet.
Some repairs of equipment on shore
from various boats were taking
place. Many were taking pictures
and talking around the camp. Tents
were being set up, meals being
made. Bill and I ate our dinner as
well. We turned in early, but you
could hear several people were up
late. The night sky was fantastic
looking up thru
the top of the
tent. Bill said
he couldn’t
remember seeing
so many stars.
Wednesday morning was another early
start, although as the day before
several boats started well ahead of
us. Today’s destination was the
Padre Island Yacht Club (PIYC) just
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south of Corpus Christi Bay. Today we would
head up the ICW through Baffin Bay, then some
more of the ICW to reach PIYC. This year we
didn’t break the rudder
head pushing off the beach
like we had the previous
year, the new rudder head was easily allowing
the boat to beach and push off in the
shallows along this part of the trip. Winds
were lighter than in 2011, strengthening in
the afternoon to 15 plus knots. The sail that
day wasn’t very eventful. We looked for our
camp from last year. With calmer winds
there were more sports fishermen, most were
courteous giving us enough room, a few
weren’t. Most waved at this sight of many
small sailboats in their waters. We had a
couple along the way that would ask where
we had sailed from and were headed to. They were always amazed
that these small boats had travelled so far and were going
further.
In the late afternoon we were getting near
PIYC. We got up amongst some
of the boats that had left
the earliest. We passed one
of the larger boats that had
gone aground on the red
marker side of the channel. There was nothing
we could do since we didn’t have a motor.
Others had to pass by as well. The skipper was
using his anchor to kedge his boat off the
shallows. The wind appeared to have switched
more to the east. The channel to PIYC was an
East-West channel and was narrow. As we entered
the channel, Bill was at the helm and I was
watching the GPS and channel markers. We needed to point the
boat as high as possible to clear the channel. A slight wind
shift caught us and we ended up getting out of the channel
causing us to go aground. Bill got out and pulled us along the
shoreline. Two other boats had failed to negotiate the channel
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ahead of us and were doing the same thing. One was getting ready
for a tow. A couple boats had made it thru the channel as well.
Up behind us came the OozeGooze also going aground. We decided
to get the oars out and row across the harbor to PIYC. Andy
Linn, skipper of the OozeGooze told us he would push us off so
we might be able to row over where we needed to be. The water
was too deep in the harbor area to walk the boat over. Andy gave
us a mighty push and I started rowing. Besides the wind there
were strong currents to deal with. We got off the shore alright,
when Bill slipped and fell out of the boat. With the wind and
the currents I couldn’t get back to him. A small houseboat came
by about that time to pick up Bill. They couldn’t bring him
aboard though since their ladder was so rusty that it wouldn’t
work. Bill hung on as they came over to take me under tow. Bill
managed to get in my boat at that time. They towed us to the
docks and with help from others on the docks we got tied up to

the end of a floating dock.
PIYC was a refreshing stop for us. The members of PIYC were very
hospitable to us. They offered us hot showers at the club house.
They provided rides to get hats, to stores for ice, and to a
laundry in case anyone needed one. Bill needed a new hat since
he had lost one on Monday, and then lost another during our
channel entrance. After the dinner that was provided he also
headed for the laundry. Showers felt great as did the AC at the
club house. The club also offered to let us sleep in the club
house. They had coolers of beer, soft drinks, and water. These
could be had for a dollar
each.
I decided to sleep
upstairs at the club
house; Bill found a small
couch downstairs. Some
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folks set up their tents. Several sailors sat around discussing
the route for Thursday’s sail. Crossing Corpus Christi Bay and
heading to our Camp at Paul’s Mott would
require navigational
challenges. We would have
very few markers to follow.
Some were prepared for the
navigational part, some were
not. We still had all 32
boats that had sailed from Port Isabel reach PIYC. But, this was
the best place to drop out if you wanted to. I think four boats
pulled out at this point. Bill and I both slept great that
night.
We didn’t get as early of a start on Thursday as we had planned.
Bill, normally an early riser slept very well Wednesday night.
The small couch he found apparently was very comfortable and
along with the AC, provided a good sleep. On Wednesday, Bill was
very tired all day. That night he caught up on his sleep. We got
underway after 7am. The wind direction did not allow us an easy
exit from where we were docked. We had a lot of trouble getting
out. After several tries we managed to get away from the dock
and head out of the channel, turned north and headed for Corpus
Christi Bay. We would take the channel for a few miles and then
veer to starboard and out into the bay. This would be the point
where my navigational waypoints loaded into the GPS would come
into play. Bill was at the helm since I was better at
navigation. He would rely on me to let him know our course
corrections through some shallow areas and channels between
islands. This was a little fatiguing, but the best way to go. We
followed the waypoints through the bay up to Sting Ray Hole.
Once through Sting Ray Hole we would enter Corpus Christi
Channel. One of the warnings about Sting Ray Hole was that if a
tanker or barge were coming down the channel while coming
through there it could suck all the
water out and leave a boat aground
for a while. We got through without
incident however.
We now made our turn to the east and
headed up the Corpus Christi Channel
towards the ferry crossing at the
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state highway. The ferries run 24-hours a day as part of the
state highway. Several boats of the fleet were in the channel as
we made our way past the ferries. The ferry captains are good at
operating their boats. As long as you sail a straight course
through the crossing area they will avoid you. We were fortunate
that the wind direction did not cause us to have to tack through
this area. We made it easily past the ferries, then turned north
up Lydia Ann Channel towards Mud Island.
There were two ways to get past Mud
Island. One way was to go around
the outside of it, which is what we
did, or you could take the short
route through Blind Pass on the
inside of the island. If you miss
the channel for Blind Pass, which
runs very near the shoreline, you
are likely to run aground. After we
got through Lydia Ann Channel we
began navigating around Mud Island
using the waypoints in my GPS unit.
We made it around Mud Island without trouble and headed for our
destination at Paul’s Mott. The wind was around 15 knots; maybe
a little more from I believe the east-southeast. The afternoon
sail across Aransas Bay was uneventful. Finally, Paul’s Mott was
in sight. As we approached Paul’s Mott we had to get a little to
the west of it as according to the charts there was a reef or
series of small reefs extending westward. When we got through
the area for the reefs it became apparent that we would have to
tack to get to the camp area. After our first tack, disaster
struck. We were on a port tack under a reefed main only. We were
getting ready to tack again when I looked over to the starboard
side and saw the starboard stay was swinging loose. I knew that
if we tacked with the stay off that we might lose the mast. I
informed Bill that a stay had come off and that I was going to
try to fix it. I then moved to the starboard side and grabbed
the stay. I looked down at the chain plate and the clevis pin
was still lying up against it. I grabbed the pin and since the
stay had no tension on it, I was able to put the pin through the
toggle end. I still needed a split ring or a cotter pin to keep
it in place. I yelled to Bill to release the main sheet so that
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we could level out and I could get to the tool box where I had
some cotter pins. A cotter pin would be easier to put through
the clevis pin than a split ring. I noticed Bill had not
released the main sheet. I turned to look his way and try to
release it, he moved a little forward to starboard. With my
weight and his moved to starboard that was all it took for us to
go over, capsize.
As I surfaced, I found myself under the mainsail. I moved out
from under there as soon as I could. When I emerged I looked
around for Bill and saw that he was alright. I began to move
around to the centerboard side to make sure the boat wouldn’t
turtle. I had forgotten to release the main sheet as I made my
way to the centerboard. As I got around the stern I called out
to Bill to release the main and get over to the centerboard so
that we could right the boat. I know from when I capsized in the
spring of 2010 that I couldn’t right the boat alone in water
where I couldn’t touch bottom, but with two of us I was
reasonably sure that we could. When I got to the centerboard,
the board was a little over a foot above the water. I grabbed
the board and waited for Bill. The boat was starting to take on
water and settle a little. I had filled the bilge with 60 “pool
noodles” after my 2010 capsize as flotation. Also in the bilge
were over a hundred 16 ounce capped water bottles. These had
been placed in there during the 2011 Texas 200. When we emptied
a water bottle, we would cap it and put it in an inspection
port. I thought I would be able to get them out, but they were
still there.
I waited for a little while and Bill had not come around to the
board. I thought he might be having a little trouble or might be
getting flotation under the mast head. I swam around to the
cockpit and saw that the main sheet was still cleated in place.
I released it; then looked around for Bill. I spotted him about
100 yards from the boat in the direction of the shoreline. I
could see his PFD and he was upright and appeared to be alright.
I headed back to the centerboard to start working on righting
the boat.
I got up on the centerboard and the boat came up a little, then
I slide off the board. It was time to start thinking about “Plan
B”. By this time the board was about level with the water. I
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figured that if the boat swamped a little more I might be able
to reach high enough to get hold of the gunwale and get on the
board, and try to right the boat. Even though the boat was
heavily loaded with provisions and gear, I was confident that
the boat would stay afloat. The settling had slowed
considerably. I knew my strap to get back on board wouldn’t work
from our adventure on Monday, so I didn’t feel I could rely on
that. I thought that if it swamped I would be able to get back
on board if I could get the boat righted. Then I might be able
to bail and sail. It was a plan. It might work.

Approaching on Cockpit Side
Photos by Andrew Linn

Just before Andy’s Dive

While I was trying to figure things out, boats were moving out
from the camp under power to pick up Bill and get over to me. I
was holding on to the board, trying to work out “Plan B” when
the first boat came by. I waved a greeting at them. They started
to take pictures right away. These things have to be documented.
I waved and commented that I understood that pictures had to be
taken first. Andy Linn was taking pictures. He put his
“waterproof”, “shockproof” camera in his PFD pocket and pushed
his way to the side of the boat and made a magnificent dive into
the water with a tow rope. After he was in the water he handed
the camera off to Lindsey on the rescue boat. He would later
find out that the “waterproof, “shockproof” camera was another
capsize victim. Andy tied off the tow line to the bow and then
came over to where I was on the board. He noticed immediately
that my life jacket wasn’t properly adjusted and commented that
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he teaches a water safety course. With his help we were able to
right the boat.
I knew I wouldn’t be able to get up over the stern. Andy tried
to help me get up on the side, but I was afraid that the boat
would capsize again. I told him that I would just hold on while
the boat was towed in. To make matters worse, my pants were
trying to fall off; have to hold on to those. Andy brought down
the mainsail and secured it to the boom. While under tow, the
boat doing the towing ran out of gas. Another boat nearby
assisted in giving them more fuel. It wasn’t a bad ride in. They
put a rope around me to make sure I didn’t get lost along the
way and provide me a way to hold onto my pants.
As we passed one of the anchored boats, someone called out to me
that they had picked up my chart pack which had been floating
around after the capsize. When we got close enough to shore, I
was able to stand and to help get the boat in shallow enough to
start to bail. I didn’t have to do much though as several people
came over to drag the boat into the shallows and begin to bail.
I asked someone if they had a split ring or cotter pin to secure
my side stay. Somehow, during capsize; the clevis pin had stayed
in place. With that done, the stay was secure. Bailing was well
under way. I was told to drink lots of fresh water due to my
time out there. I began to access damage while the bailing was
going on. The cockpit was being bailed first.

Day Sailer being Beached
Photos by Eric & Fred Rybczynski

Bailing the Cockpit

I lost my VHF radio, a battery hooked to my solar panel, and an
electric cooler hooked to the battery. The straps securing them
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had broken. My bed boards where the solar panel was mounted was
still holding on with one of the two securing straps. The solar
panel still worked. My oars were also still with the boat.
Everything that was in the cuddy cabin
was still there. The hatch cover I made
for this event worked as they should
have. The new rudder and tiller were also
still in place.
After a while the cockpit was emptied and
the cockpit inspection port was opened.
Water gushed out of the port and refilled
the cockpit. A bilge pump was put down inside and as much water
as could be was pumped out. After the pumping was done, Bill and
I got our gear out of the cuddy cabin and put it ashore to try
to dry some of it. Bill found out that his cell phone was a
victim. I found that I had not properly sealed my dry bag and it
and the contents were full of water. Fortunately I had my cell
phone in a dry bag within the main dry bag that was still
sealed. My GPS that had been in the pocket of my PFD had
survived. My chart pack was returned to me. Again, thanks to all
who helped.
On the shoreline while my
boat was being bailed, the
Folding Schooner which had
towed my boat in was
beginning to do a repair to
their main mast boom. It
had broken earlier in the
day during their approach
to Paul’s Mott. The boom
was set up on supports.
They mixed glue and started the repairs. They put braces on each
side of the break and after the glue had dried, they added rope
around the boom to strengthen the repair for the next days’
sail.
Bill and I weren’t the main event for Paul’s Mott. The main
event was the wedding of Chris Tomsett and Kathy Wright. They
had met during the 2009 Texas 200. The minister was to be Andy
Linn. While my boat was being rescued, preparations for the
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wedding were underway. Before the ceromony I set up my tent to
allow it to dry.
After the bailing, Andy had to get prepared for the wedding.
Attire for Andy had been brought by Gordo Barcomb. The place for
the ceremony at Paul’s Mott was where an old mast that has been
reported to be from a trawler
provided a cross. Apparently the
mast has been there for many years.
Soon the couple was ready and the
group gathered in the area where
the ceremony would be performed.
The couple came before the minister
and the ceremony proceeded. At the
point where the ring was required,
it was brought forth on a pillow by the ring bearer who knelt
before them.
The ceremony concluded; it was time to celebrate. A cake had
been brought out to the camp and Gordo was cooking up some
chicken and sausage gumbo. Since everyone knew about the wedding
before the start of the Texas 200, some preparations had been
made. I wanted to provide a bottle of Champaign and in honor of
the wedding open it with a sword as I used to do at Civil War
re-enactments. You may not believe it, but opening a Champaign
bottle with a sword is becoming a lost art. I had brought a
reproduction Artillery Sword (didn’t want to risk an original,
also it looked more nautical) and a bottle of Champaign. The
Champaign had been stored in the bilge through an inspection
port in the cuddy cabin. Both the sword and the Champaign
survived capsize. By moving the blade along the upper part of
the bottle where the neck is joined, then popping it, the neck
and cork will come off leaving no glass
shards. I was having trouble getting
the foil off the bottle. I asked Andy
to help. Andy popped the cork for me.
So much for the plan. I presented the
bottle to the couple and gave them my
best wishes. Pictures taken, the party
moved back down the beach to near where
their boat was. The cake was cut and
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served. Chris and Cathy’s little dog Major patrolled the area.
Bill and I were both tired from our ordeal, so we went to bed
early. Bill didn’t feel like setting up his tent and just
wrapped himself up in his ground pad/tarp which he dried out
earlier. My tent was dry now and the self inflating mattress was
inflated. I got in the tent and found a puddle in a low spot.
Thursday night was not a good nights’ sleep. Almost everything I
had was wet.
Friday morning we headed for Seadrift and the end of the trip.
We sailed a little cautiously for the first couple hours, reefed
main only. We exited Aransas Bay and entered the ditch between
Aransas and San Antonio Bays. We sailed slowly down the ditch
with moderately light winds. The GPS batteries needed changing
and I got out the bag that had spare batteries in it. The bag
and batteries had got wet when the cuddy was full of water. Even
though the batteries had been in sealed bags, water had got in.
I went through at least four pairs of batteries before I found a
set that the salt water had not damaged. Once they were in and
the GPS was working again, we decided to put up the jib. After
we got the jib up, Bill wanted a break to take a nap. Neither of
us had slept well that night. I took the helm while he napped.
After a short nap, he asked me if I wanted him to take over
again. I was really enjoying the sail that morning so I told him
that I wanted to keep at it for a while. The boat was handling a
little poorly as we still had a lot of water in the bilge. I’ve
sailed this boat enough to have a good feel of it. We passed
barges and a large tug with a big bow wave while in San Antonio
Bay. I stayed at the helm and enjoyed it going across San
Antonio Bay.
When we got across the bay and prepared to turn up the Victoria
Barge Channel to Seadrift. We turned into the wind and brought
down the jib since the wind was picking up a bit. Our first task
as we entered the channel was to dodge a dredging operation in
progress. I had watched which side boats ahead of us had taken
around the dredge and planned on the same route. They had sailed
around the far side of the dredge. I headed to starboard and
started crossing in front of the dredge only to discover that
route was now blocked. Then the dredge blasted its’ horn at me
and I veered back to port to clear the dredge. We got to the
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side of the channel and cleared the dredge. We waved to them and
headed on. We were on a run heading into Seadrift. Bill took
over at the helm so that I could find the harbor we needed to
head to. Our sail up the channel was uneventful except for some
tugs and a few other large craft.
As we got close to our
destination we saw three boats
ahead of us headed into what
looked like the harbor. I told
Bill that I didn’t think it was
over where they were going in.
We no longer had a radio to
contact them or anyone else. I
couldn’t see the harbor I was
looking for, the shore all
looked the same. The other boats
got down to where they were headed, then began to turn to where
I remembered from last year we should be headed. We had been
told that the harbor had been re-done since 2011. We watched the
others and then I saw several masts. That was where we needed to
go. It was still a hard opening to enter, especially with the
wind behind us. We dropped the main as we entered the breakwater
and coasted in to a bulkhead. Bill got out and with a line we
pulled ourselves along the bulkhead until we got in some shallow
slips. All the other boats were in slips across about a 100 foot
wide harbor. I got the oars and rowing seat out. Bill pushed me
off and I rowed over to a slip near the ramp. Other sailors at
the docks caught the boat and tied it up. We finished the 2012
Texas 200.
I unloaded my two dry bags from the boat. My key for the Jeep
was in one of the two and I couldn’t remember which one. I got a
ride up to the parking area to unpack my bags and find my key. I
also wanted to know if it had been damaged by salt water. I knew
it was in a zip lock protective bag, but it could have leaked.
It took a while but I finally found it, and it was a little wet.
The Jeep can be opened if the fob on the key gets damaged. I had
a spare hidden in the Jeep. To my amazement it still worked. It
unlocked the doors and started the Jeep. I got the spare out
anyhow. Well it worked for about 5 minutes, then died. I had the
spare though.
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I got the Jeep and trailer back down to the docks and after a
short wait I was able to move the trailer into position on the
ramp. Bill, with the help from others moved the boat from the
slip to near the ramp. We got the boat on the trailer and opened
all the bilge drains. We had some help getting the mast down and
getting the boat squared away for the trip home. We then headed
for our motel and a hot shower.
Friday evening at 6pm was the "end of event" shrimp boil. Bill
didn’t feel like going over, so I headed over to the park about
6:30pm. The shrimp was great. I talked to several of the group
still present. Some had long trips home and had already left. I
stayed till about 10pm.
We slept well that night and after breakfast Saturday morning we
headed for my house in Dripping Springs. Bill stayed at a motel
Saturday night. Sunday morning I took Bill to the airport in
Austin to catch his flight home to Green Bay. Since it was
Fathers Day he wanted to get home in time to be with family.

The only thing I did special
for the boat this year was to
build a new rudder head. Last
year because of the shallows
my rudder head was cracked
when the blade got jammed in
the mud. I wanted to be able
to raise the blade out of the
water when beached. I have a
Rhodes 19 and made a rudder
head similar to that rudder
head. I laid out the rudder
head in AutoCad with the
blade scaled and moved the
blade about its’ rotation
until I had only a small
amount in the water. The
rudder head was made with
3/16” aluminum plate with
mahogany the thickness of the
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blade in between. For a tiller I contacted D&R Marine and
ordered a Rhodes 19 tiller. Rudy at D&R called me to make sure
that was what I wanted for my Day Sailer. I told him what I was
doing and he shortened it to Day Sailer length. Tiller and
rudder head worked very well. Since I hadn’t been able to test
it but one time before the Texas
200, we carried the factory head
and tiller with us as a spare. We
didn’t need them.
A note concerning the capsize,
after getting home I noticed that
there was sand on the mast head. I
believe that the mast head hit the
bottom in the shallow water during
the capsize. Then the flotation in the upper two feet of the
mast brought the mast head back to the surface.

For information on the Texas 200 go to http://www.texas200.com
or if you prefer Facebook look up the “Texas 200 Sailing Club”.
Most of the discussion and pictures this year have been posted
on Facebook. The event this year was once again put on by Chuck
Leinweber of Duckworks
http://www.duckworksmagazine.com/index.com

John Alesch
1976 O’Day Day Sailer II
Sail Number 8075
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